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FROM THE EDITOR'S DESK
Contributions are invited from Members to keep this Newsletter going, please send
contributions to chatterbox@smsc.org.au
At the Canberra Expo we had fruitful discussions with the experienced Canberra
Club members which we hope will result in our fledgling Club being able to put on an exhibition somewhere in the Sydney area. One of the stumbling blocks is the question of insurance as this would be a public event and we will also have to secure a venue that is easily
accessible. This will be discussed at the next Committee meeting
In accordance with the resolution of the Committee, this Newsletter is being provided to
Members only and I remind everyone to please make sure that you renew your membership
as the Newsletter will not be provided to non-Members in the future.
happy modelling

Tom
The weekend
S&T’s continue to
be a success, the
August ’12 S&T
had Members
discuss and
advise each other
about the models
that were
brought along.

SMSC COMMITTEE
(for 2012-13)
We welcome our new Committee for the next 12 months, you are welcome to make contact
for Club business at the email address indicated.
President:

Mike Barton

president@smsc.org.au

Vice-Pres:

Harry Goedings

vicepresident@smsc.org.au

Treasurer:

Mario Nolasco

treasurer@smsc.org.au

Secretary:

c/- President

publicofficer@smsc.org.au

Public Officer

Gary Renshaw

Commitee:

Christina Barton (Assist. Secretary)
Michael Bennett (Resource Officer)
Peter Law (Membership Secretary)
Gordon Pusey (Webmaster)

webmaster@smsc.org.au

Tom Wolf (Newsletter Editor)

chatterbox@smsc.org.au

Richard Keyes( ANMM Liaison)
Leon Griffiths (Research Officer)

NEXT MEETING
(also Christmas function)
The next meeting of SMSC will be at 7:30pm on
Tuesday, 27 November 2012
at the Peter Doyle Learning Centre, ANMM at Darling Harbour unless otherwise notified.
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion.
Kindly bring plate of food and some drinks (no alcohol please).

NEXT WEEKEND S&T
The next Weekend S&T will be at 10:00am on
Saturday, 13 October 2012
at the home of Janos Nemeth
19 Short Road, Riverview
Members are encouraged to bring projects for display and discussion
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Canberra Model Shipwrights Society
Expo
Report by Mike Barton
The CMSS and TASKFORCE 72 put on a weekend (18 & 19/8) display of
their models and related “stuff” at the Mt Rogers Primary School. TASKFORCE 72 deals with RC models of varied types of marine craft (destroyers, aircraft carriers,
submarines, tugs, barges, trawlers, etc)
Most of the 120 exhibits were by members of the CMSS, however our club was ably represented by Kevin Hudson, Richard Keyes,
Janos Nemeth and Gary Renshaw. I think
Kevin Hudson drew most attention with his
multi-award winning VICTORY in a superbly
crafted (veneer inlayed) timber and glass
cabinet. Kevin also displayed his Sopwith
Camel and partly completed BEAGLE . With
his models, were detailed photo- records
documenting the various stages of construction.
Apart from the model ships, George Crossan displayed a number of interesting jigs
and Peter Hately gave explanation of how
to read a sextant.
A number of SMSC Members also attended
as visitors and we had the chance to talk
“shop” with a number of the executive of
their club, and we hope that in the very near
future SMSC can produce a similar event.
Visiting such Expos is recommended to all
would be and seasoned model makers.
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Weekend S&T - August ’12
Eight Members and visitors attended the home of Gary Renshaw for this Show & Tell, there
were 4 models as well as modelling techniques discussed.
Leon Griffith brought along “Bellona” and much discussion centred about how to enhance the
model as it is developing.
Tom Wolf’s “Falcon” has very materially advanced since the previous S&T, he raised the
problem of furling sails and was given excellent advice by Richard Keyes and Gary Renshaw.
Kevin Hudson brought along his “Beagle” which was exhibited at the Canberra Expo the week
before (see report and photos from the Expo).
Richard had a partly built schooner based on the Port Jackson to be the basic shape and in
the future he will develop this by adding different features.
A polyurethane hand-rub wipe unexpectedly located by Leon Griffith at Bunnings was demonstrated and found to be an excellent product for protecting timber against moisture damage.
And finally, since the diameter of rigging cord varies from manufacturer to manufacturer (even
the same manufacturer’s measurement of the cord diameter sometimes vary from batch to
batch), a simple technique of measuring cord was demonstrated. Simply turn the rigging cord
around a drill bit 10 times, make sure it is tight but not squashed, then measure the width with
calipers and divide by 10. This will give you the correct diameter. Foolproof.

Report by Tom Wolf
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MODEL REVIEW
HMS Beagle
At the November 2011 meeting Kevin Hudson displayed the hand-made parts he had
manufactured over time for one of his current projects, the HMS Beagle.
The standard of the work is exceptional,
but this is “the norm” for Kevin, he progresses well beyond where most modellers will say “that’s good enough”.
At the recent Canberra Expo (August
2012) we had a chance of seeing the progress (see bottom 2 photos), although according to Kevin there is still a lot to do before the fun of rigging starts!.
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MODEL REVIEW
H M CUTTER “MERMAID”
Mike Barton displayed
the HM Cutter Mermaid
(1817- 1829).

The Mermaid was built in
Calcutta, it was 17m in
length, had a beam of
5.6m and draught of 2.9m
and was used in 3 voyages of discovery by Lt.
Phillip King RN.
She was the first ship to
circumnavigate Australia
in 1820, she broke up in
1829.
The model is 1:48 scale, it is a kit model by Modellers Shipyard.
Mike recommends this model to beginners because it came with a 54 page booklet of instructions which had many easy to follow diagrams and photos.
Because the bow is more pointed (not bluff), the planks are tapered over a “longer” distance
and Mike found that the bending of the planks is relatively gentle.
With only one mast, he also found the rigging is also quite straight forward.
Mike says that the kit
comes well stocked with
good quality timber and
fittings, and a DVD set of
instructions which are of
benefit is also available
for purchase.
The copper sheathing
was added later by Mike
and is not part of the kit.
Mike completed building
the model in 2010, this
was the second model he
built.

Displayed at the May 2011 meeting
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MODEL REVIEW
“USS CONSTITUTION”
- a 1:48 cross-section
Steve Hartigan reports on his
latest project, a 1:48 cross section of USS Constitution.
It is Steve’s first scratch built
model, based on a 1:96 scale
model kit that he had previously
bought and built. As those of
you with skill readily appreciate
this does not simply translate by
doubling the original size and
making it. Shape changes as
does detail and in the first place
a fair bit of license is taken by
the plan drawer/ designer of the
original kit, more of that later.

Steve also found that as he
does not read Italian deciphering the original write-up
and instructions was an ordeal and the internet was
not a lot of assistance, but
pictures cross all languages
… guess-work fills in the
rest!

The 1:48 model, and laid-up side by side with the 1:96 model

The finished model (if there
is such a thing ... “models
are never finished, only
abandoned!”) stands about
1.3m high and about 650mm
wide.
cont ...
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Steve photocopied the ribs and many other
parts enlarged to 200% and used them and
the plans to build the serious build that he
wanted. He found that doubling the original
sizes for the timbers gets the desired effect
and where it is not applicable the eye will tell
you what is right and what is not.

The coiling of the ropes created a bit of trouble for a first timer as Steve did not find a lot
of assistance on line though there are heaps
of photos of outstanding work done by modelists. Finally he made a jig and succeeded
in doing the task.
Walnut and Lime wood with ply ribs was mostly used, the masts and larger spars were doweling bought from a hardware store and the upper yards walnut. Depending on the size
needed the dead eyes were made from walnut or standard dowel, the blocks were almost all
store bought. The eventual fit out of the larger model was a mix of store bought and scratch
built items.
Here is a cautionary discovery that Steve
made ... he had completed a lot of work on
the project before he discovered that the
purchased small model he was copying
had 3 decks, and although suitable for the
appearance of that small model it was not
correct as the Constitution had 4 decks!!

Having only 3 decks looked awful, so Steve
retrofitted the fourth deck on both models
(see photos).
Some degree of accuracy (though too late
for some features) was achieved after buying
the book “Anatomy of the Ship, The USS
Constitution”, but do shop around as prices
vary from near $200 to $20. An outstanding
publication in a great series of books!
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